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ABSTRACT 
The symmetric successive overrelaxation (SSOR) iterative method is applied to the 
solution of the system of linear equations Ax = b, where A is an n X n nonsingular 
matrix. We give bounds for the spectral radius of the SSOR iterative matrix when A is 
an Hermitian positive definite matrix, and when A is a nonsingular M-matrix. Then, 
we discuss the convergence of the SSOR iterative method associated with a new 
splitting of the matrix A which extends the results of Varga and Buoni [l]. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
To solve the system of linear equations 
Ax=b, (1.1) 
where A E C n,n is a nonsingular complex matrix, it is convenient to consider 
the following splitting of A: 
A=D-L-U, (1.2) 
where D, - L, and - U denote the diagonal, strictly lower, and strictly upper 
triangular parts of A. Assuming D is nonsingular, we define 
and 
&,: =I- wD-lA (1.3) 
C,: = (D - wL) -‘{(l- w)D + WV}, (1.4) 
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respectively, as the extrapolated Jacobi and successive overrelaxation @OR) 
[4,5] iteration matrices associated with the splitting (1.2). 
The symmetric successive overrelaxation (SSOR) iterative method is de- 
fined by Young [S, p. 4611 as two half iterations. The first half is the same as 
the SOR method mentioned above, while the second half is the SOR method 
with the equations taken in reverse order. The SSOR iterative method is thus 
defined by the equations 
xcm+l) = S,x@‘) + ~(2 - w)( D - WV) - ‘(D - wZ,) - ‘Db, 
m=0,1,2 )..., (1.5) 
where 
S,:=Z-w(2-w)(D-oU)-1D(D-wL)-1A 0.6) 
is the SSOR iteration matrix associated with the matrix A. 
If G is an iteration matrix, then it is well known that the associated 
iterative method converges for any choice of initial vector if and only if 
spectral radius p(G) of G is less than unity. 
2. A BOUND ON ~(5,) 
The following result is given in [S, p. 4631. 
THEOREM 2.1. Zf A is Hermitian, then ~(5,) < 1 for some positive real w 
if and only if A is positive definite and 0 < w c 2. 
For any matrix B=[bi,j]~%n,n with bi,j~O, i*j, l<i,j<n, we 
define an n x n matrix C = [cij] E an,” such that B = 71 - C, where r = 
maxi,i,,(bi,i> and 
ci i=r-bi i>/O, l<i<n, 
ci j= -bi j>O, i==j, lfi,j<n. 
The matrix B defined above is said to be a nonsingular M-matrix. We 
remark that a symmetric M-matrix is also positive definite. 
The following new theorem concerns bounds for the spectral radius of the 
SSOR iteration matrix S, associated with a Stieltjes matrix, i.e., a nonsingular 
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symmetric M-matrix. The proof of this theorem is based on the techniques 
given in Young [5, p. 3951. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let A be an n X n nonsingular symmetric M-matrix, and 





where p: = p(B) and where B: = Z - (diag A)-‘A. Then 
(q- 1j2 < P(S,,) =s (a1 - I>. (2.2) 
Proof If X,(w),A,(w),..., A,(w) are the eigenvalues of S,, then 
dets, = kljM4 (2.3) 
Also, from (1.6), 
det S, = det(Z - wLr) -‘det[(l- w)Z + WL] 
xdet(Z - wL) -‘det[(l- w)Z + OCR] 
= (1 - W)2n, 
whence, with (2.3), 
(I- w)2 < P( S,). 
Choosing w = wi, gives the first inequality of (2.2). 
Let A be an eigenvahre of SW1 corresponding to some eigenvector v with 
(v,v) = 1. A ’ pl sim e c c a al ul ti on shows that [X - (1- w~)~]v = [oi(l- wi + 
A)(L + Lr)+ wf(l - A)LLr]v. Taking the inner product of both sides with 
respect to v, we obtain 
h = wf(v, LLTv) + q(1 - w,)( (v, Lv) + (v, LTV)) + (1 - id1)2 
04(v, ZJTV) - q( (v, Lv) + (v, LTV)) + 1 * 
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Letting z = (v, Lv) = re”, then zz* = r2. Hence on simplification, 
x = I _ 42 - 40 - 2m3s 6) 
+2 - 2ro,cos e + 1 
(2.5) 
It follows that h -C 1 and 
dX 
de= 
- wr(2 - or)(2rsinB) [ oyr2 - (oi - l)] 
(1 - 2wrrcos 8 + ClJ;rs)2 * 
The maximum value occurs when 8 = r. In addition, we have 
which is positive if 0 = ?r. 
Thus, the largest value of X as a function of 2 in the circle 12 16 p /2 
occurs when Z = -p/2. And the corresponding value of h is, by (2.3, 
h = wi - 1. Therefore p(SJ < w1 - 1, which proves the last inequality of 
(2.2). n 
The following theorem is given in Young [5, p. 4641 for the existence of 
the unique optimal relaxation factor in the interval (0,2) for the SSOR method 
associated with a Hermitian positive definite matrix A. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let A be a Hermitian positive definite matrix. Then, 
(a) there exists a unique value of w, say wO, such that 0 < w. < 2 and 
such that unless w = oo, we have 
00) Zf 
2 
““= l+\/(l-2~+4y) ’ 
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In the following new result, we replace (2.6) with a relationship which 
involves the spectral radii of p( L + U) and p( L U) and still gives the result 
(2.7). 
THEOREM 2.4. Let A be a Hermitian positive definite matrix, and let 
where 
p=pp(L+U), Y = P(LU), 
in which L and U are respectively the strictly luwer triangulur and strictly 
upper triangular parts of - A. Zf y > p/4, then 
1-p 
1-/(1-2fi+4y) ’ 1 G P&J G l- J(l- 2p +4y) 1+&l-2~1.4~) 1-P . (2.8) 1+ 
J(1-2~+4~) 
Proof. The first inequality of (2.8) follows on using the same technique 
as given in the proof of Theorem 2.2. To establish the second inequality of 
(2.8), it is sufficient to consider the case where 
A=Z-L-U and L*=U. (2.9) 
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For 0 < w < 2, let 
R(w): = w(2! WI A-'(I - wL)(Z - WV). (2.10) 
Then, 
S,=Z-R(w)-' and p(S,)=l- p(RL)) . (2.11) 
For each w in 0 < o c: 2, let v: = v(w) be a real vector such that (v,v) = 1 
and 
It follows that 
R(w)v = p(R(w))v. (2.12) 
P(G)) = 
l-C.Owcu+wzp 
o(2 - o)(l- Cx) ’ 
where 
a: = (v&5 + v)v> < P(L + u> = IL, 
8: = (v, LUV) Q p( LU) = Y. 
Since ((I - wU)v,(Z - wU)v) = 1 - wa + 02/3 >, 0, we have 
I+(w)) 6 
l-way+& 











w;y - WI + 1 
JG q(2 - a,)(1 - a) = q(2 - q)(l - Cx)” a O 
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if and only if 
(follows by substituting the vahre of wi) if and only if 
which follows from the hypothesis. Hence, since (Y < CL, we have 
and 
42 - 41- PL) 
p(swl)g1- (l-wlp+w;y) * 
Substituting the value of wi yield the second inequality of (2.8). 
3. GENERAL THREEPART SPLITTING 
ForAEC”,“, let 
A=D-L-U (3.1) 
be a splitting of A with D nonsingular. Here we do not assume that D is 
diagonal, or that L and U are strictly triangular matrices. 
Using the basic technique of Buoni and Varga [l], we extend their results 
to the SSOR iterative method. Our new results are stated in a form such that 
their results in [l] appear as a special case. 
Note that, since D is nonsingular from (3.1), the fw, em,, and S,, as given 
in (1.3), (1.4), and (1.6), are well defined for all complex numbers o 
sufficiently small. 
First, we give the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. With (3.1), assume that there is a real 8 with 0 G 0 -C 27r for 
which 
minRe(e”5: 5 E sp( D-‘A)} > 0. (3.2) 
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Then II?&, sd, and S, are all simultaneously convergent fm 6 = reie with r b 0 
sufficiently small. 
Proof. From (1.4) we have 
!?,=Z-O(Z-WL)-'D-~A=Z-WD-~A+O(~~) as o+o. 
(3.3) 
Consider 2 = re”, r > 0, where 8 satisfies (3.2). Then Varga and Buoni have 
shown in [l] that any eigenvalue h of eG can be expressed as A = 1 - reie[ + 
o(r l+l/“), where 5 E sp (D-‘A) and T + 0. Hence ]h]’ = 1- 2rRe(e”‘[)+ 
o(r 
1+1/n 
), r + 0. So by the hypothesis (3.2), p(Lo) < 1 for all r > 0 suffi- 
ciently small. 
In the same way it can be shown that p(.ZL) < 1 for ah r > 0 sufficiently 
small. From (1.6), we have 
5, = Z - (2~ - w2)(Z - oD-lU) -‘(I - oD-‘Z,) -‘D-‘A 
=Z-~WD-~A+O(O~) as o-,0. 
Consider & = re”, r > 0, where ~9 satisfies (3.2). Any eigenvalue X of S, can 
be expressed as 
h = 1 - 2reie[ + o( rl+lln), where 5 E sp(D-lA), r + 0. 
]hl2 = l- 4rRe(eie~)+o(r1+‘/“), r --, 0. 
Hence from (3.2), p(sG) < 1 for all r > 0 sufficiently small. W 
It is convenient now to make the following definitions. Let K : = K( D- ‘A) 
denote the closed convex hull of sp(D-‘A), and Z?( D-lA) denote its interior. 
Then 
~2g:=(oEC:p(&J<l), g,: = {OEC:&J>l}, 
L$:={wEC:&)<l}, 9,: = { 0 E C : p( !3J > l}, 
52,:={wEC:p(S,)<l}, 9,: = (0 EC : p(S,) > l}. 
The proofs of the following lemmas are given in [1,2]. 
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LEMMA 3.2. With (3.1) assume that for each real 8 with 0 =S 8 < 2m, 
minRe{e”,$: .$ E sp(D-‘A)} < 0. (3.4) 
Then J, is divergent for all w E Q=. 
LEMMA 3.3. The condition (3.4) is valid for each real 8, 0 G f3 < 27, if 
and only if 0 E K. 
THEOREM 3.4. With (3.1), tie, as, and 9% are all nonempty if and only if 
0 4 K. Moreover, if 0 4 K, then 
i.e., there are values of w E Q: fm which C,, S,, and 5, are simultaneously 
convergent. 
Proof. If 0 4 K, then from Lemma 3.3, there is a real e such that (3.2) is 
valid with 0 = 6. Thus, from Lemma 3.1, C,, $&, and S, are simultaneously 
convergent for 6 = re”, r > 0 sufficiently small. Conversely, if 0 E K, then 
(3.4) is true from Lemma 3.3. So from Lemma 3.2, $, is divergent for all 
0 E C, i.e., Q, is empty. m 
Theorem 3.4 can be viewed as a Stein-Rosenberg type result [3] giving 
sufficient conditions for C,, SW, and S, to converge simultaneously for some 
o E C. As an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.4, we have 
COROLLARY 3.5. With (3.1), assume that D-IA is strongly stable, i.e., 
Re 6 > 0 for any 5 E sp( D- ‘A). Then C,, &,, and S, are simultaneously 
convergent for all real w > 0 suflciently small. 
Note that if D- ‘A is a nonsingular M-matrix or a positive definite 
Hermitian matrix, then D- ‘A is strongly stable and Corollary 3.5 applies. 
Finally, the following theorem gives the region of divergence for c,, &,, 
and S,. This extends the result of Buoni and Varga [l]. 
THEOREM 3.6. Assume (3.1). ZfO E Z@D-lA>, then 
for some r0 > 0. 
Conversely, if (3.6) is valid, then 0 E k( D-‘A). 
(3.6) 
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